
1. Introduction
The Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (MPI-M) has a long tradition in developing global ocean models 
(Maier-Reimer et  al.,  1993; Marsland et  al.,  2003; Wolff et  al.,  1997). The ocean general circulation model 
ICON-O continues this tradition. ICON-O constitutes the ocean and sea ice component of MPI-M's Earth system 
model ICON-ESM, described in Jungclaus et al.  (2022), and schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The name 
“ICON” (Icosahedral Nonhydrostatic Weather and Climate Model) denotes a modeling framework and a weather 
and climate modeling system that is jointly developed by MPI-M, the German Weather Service (DWD), the 
German Climate Computing Center (DKRZ), and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. The ICON modeling 
system addresses seamlessly modeling for climate research as well as for numerical weather prediction. ICON's 
ocean component ICON-O was developed at MPI-M. This paper provides a scientific documentation of ICON-O 
in uncoupled mode through an analysis of the simulated global ocean circulation. We demonstrate the model's 
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capabilities in comprehensive ocean experiments and provide a thorough 
analysis of the simulated circulation on grids of uniform and of locally vary-
ing resolution.

The atmosphere model ICON-A (Crüger et al., 2018; Giorgetta et al., 2018; 
Zängl et  al.,  2015) and the ocean model ICON-O have been developed 
jointly. A main accomplishment of the joint development is that the two 
models share the same technical infrastructure that covers in particular 
High-Performance-Computing aspects. The requirements such a model 
infrastructure has to satisfy are complex. It has to make the model develop-
ment efficient by implementing common features only once and, at the same 
time, it needs to be flexible enough to allow for differences wherever they are 
necessary. ICON's atmosphere and its ocean model differ for example, in the 
underlying dynamical equations and also in some numerical aspects, never-
theless both use the same data types on which the joint model infrastructure 
is build. The infrastructure also has to take into account different applications 
on a wide range of spatio-temporal scales from paleo-climate applications to 
ultra-high storm- and eddy-resolving resolutions.

The ocean component ICON-O operates—as do all ICON components—on a 
horizontal grid consisting of triangular cells and a vertically structured grid, 

given for example, by a z or a z*-coordinate (Adcroft & Campin, 2004). The horizontal grid is described by 
generic data structures suitable for unstructured grids. A grid is defined to be unstructured if its connectivity 
cannot be written as an integer-array. Our data structures rely on the connectivity and neighborhood relations 
of the unstructured grid, but they are also applicable to structured grids. The grids that we use in this work are 
icosahedral grids, constructed by recursive subdivision of the icosahedron. Icosahedral grids belong to the class 
of structured grids (see e.g., Stuhne and Peltier (2009)) but they are treated in ICON as an unstructured grid. 
Icosahedral grids have become popular in ocean as well as in atmospheric modeling (Heikes & Randall, 1995a; 
Ringler et al., 2013; Stuhne & Peltier, 2006; Tomita et al., 2001). The fundamental difference between icosa-
hedral and latitude-longitude grids is that icosahedral grids allow for a nearly uniform tesselation of the sphere. 
The grids uniformity is considered computationally advantageous, albeit the dynamics of the global ocean favor 
a nonuniform grid resolution that follows the Rossby radius and increases toward the poles.

This motivates the two questions that we address in this work. The first one is, if ICON-O with a uniform grid 
configuration able to simulate a ocean circulation that compares well with observations. The quality of the ocean 
circulation simulated by ICON-O has implications on ICON-ESM that relies on uniform grids as well. That 
unstructured grid ocean models are able to simulate the global ocean circulation has already been demonstrated 
(Ringler et al., 2013; Scholz et al., 2019, 2022). The question on the quality of the simulated circulation is first 
and foremost a question to the numerics of the model. The three existing global unstructured grid ocean circula-
tion models, FESOM, MPAS-O, and ICON-O differ in terms of horizontal grid and variable staggering (FESOM 
uses a triangular grid and a quasi-B staggering, MPAS-O a hexagonal grid with C-type staggering and ICON-O 
employs a triangular grid with C-staggering). Therefore the discrete approximation spaces that these models use 
to solve the hydrostatic Boussinesq equations are different, and consequently the respective numerics also differ. 
A detailed description of the numerics underlying ICON-O is not given here but can be found in Korn (2017).

The second question we pursue is also related to the icosahedral grid and has its origin in the capability of 
unstructured grids to deviate from its originally uniform resolution and to locally increase the resolution by means 
of grid refinement. This refinement allows to study the circulation within a region of interest in more detail and 
with higher accuracy than outside this region. In this work we use a non-uniform grid that has four times less 
degrees of freedom than the considered uniform high resolution grid (see Figure 2). The non-uniform grid has a 
circular-shaped region in the North Atlantic where its resolution is similar to the uniform grid, while it coarsens 
smoothly with increasing distance from the North Atlantic. We refer to this model configuration as “telescoping” 
to emphasize that we are primarily interested in the dynamics within the focal region. The circulation outside 
this region is only relevant insofar as it provides a kind of “boundary condition” for the focal region. This model 
configuration avoids the special treatment of boundaries as in regional ocean models, which can become quite 
complex when the exchange between the regional domain and the rest of the ocean becomes dynamically relevant.

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the Icosahedral Nonhydrostatic Weather and 
Climate Model modeling system and its individual components.
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The choice of a circular-shaped focal region is no restriction. The flexibility in the specification of the refined 
area of interest and the associated zooming capability is one of the strengths of unstructured grid models. Exam-
ples of the flexibility in resolution changes within the grid with the unstructured grid ocean models FESOM 
and MPAS-O comprise Sein et al. (2019), where the horizontal resolution of FESOM aims to capture the vari-
ability of the sea surface height (SSH), in Hoch et al. (2020) the global grid of MPAS-O is refined toward the 
North-American coast, and Veneziani et al.  (2022) refines the global MPAS-O grid in the Arctic Ocean. The 
works of Hoch et al. (2020) and of Logemann et al. (2021); Mathis et al. (2022) with MPAS-O and ICON-O 
respectively blur the lines between global and coastal ocean models by refining along the coast with a global 
model. In contrast, structured grid ocean models operating on latitude-longitude grids, can also implement a 
computational telescope by placing the grid poles over land (see e.g., Mikolajewicz et  al.  (2005); Marsland 
et al. (2004)) or by nesting (see e.g., Madec et al. (2016)). Placing the poles over land retains the orthogonality 
of the grid but allows less flexibility regarding placement and shape of the focal region, while nesting requires to 
handle open boundaries. Unstructured grid models can of course also operate as a limited-area model with open 
boundaries, as it was done with FESOM-C (Androsov et al., 2019). A nested configuration, as implemented for 
the ICON atmosphere model (Maurer et al., 2022), is currently not available for ICON-O.

We emphasize that our aim with the telescoping configuration of ICON-O is not to optimally distribute the 
given number of degrees of freedom to improve the global circulation, for example, via a resolution function that 
follows the deformation radius, as suggested in Hallberg (2013) and implemented in Sein et al. (2019). Instead we 
assume that a scientific question singles out a specific region and we use the North Atlantic as an example. The 
highly resolved focal region can be positioned freely at any point in the world ocean, based solely on the interests 
of the modeler. Regarding the notion, we have invoked the metaphor of a computational telescope, because the 
term “grid refinement” does not convey the same meaning as “telescoping.” The term grid refinement may also 
raise associations with adaptive grid refinement, which is not considered here, all refinements are static.

The two abilities, first, to simulate global ocean dynamics on a uniform grid and second, to employ a variety of 
nonuniform grids, constitute in our opinion the core requirements for any ocean model using an unstructured grid. 
To demonstrate that ICON-O satisfies the above mentioned core requirements of unstructured grid global ocean 
models, we carry out two experiments: the first one at a global and nearly uniform resolution of ∼10 km (the 
definition of the “resolution” is given in Section 2.1.1), and a second, telescoping one, that modifies a 20 km-grid 
by shifting grid nodes such that a highly resolved focal area with a maximal resolution of ∼8 to 9 km in the North 
Atlantic is created. These two model configurations are denoted ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele, respectively. In the 
second experiment the resolution coarsens smoothly with increasing distance to the North Atlantic and reaches a 
minimal resolution of ∼80 km near Australia (see Figure 3). For ICON-Otele we have chosen a smooth resolution 
change but steeper resolution gradients that offer bigger computational savings might be possible. At 10 km grid 
spacing the model allows for a good representation of mesoscale eddies in low and mid latitudes, but not at higher 
latitudes. We therefore call the ICON-OUG grid “eddy-rich,” rather than “eddy-resolving.”

Figure 2. Illustration of the two experiments considered in this paper. The uniform configuration ICON-OUG (left) and 
the telescoping configuration ICON-Otele (right). Shown is the resolution, measured as square root of the product of primal 
and dual edge length. The configuration ICON-Otele has globally four times less degrees of freedom than ICON-OUG but a 
comparable number of degrees of freedom in the North Atlantic.
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The analysis of our numerical experiment with ICON-OUG compares the simulated global circulation to a clima-
tological mean state as well as to observations. Then we use the uniform simulation as a reference and compare it 
with the locally refined configuration in the North Atlantic, where both configurations have a similar resolution. It 
is of great practical and theoretical relevance to know if and how the model is able to approximate the circulation 
locally in space and time. The comparison between uniform and telescoping model configuration ICON-OUG and 
ICON-Otele focuses on the dynamical core with a minimal set of subgrid scale closures. We deliberately do not 
address the problem of scale-aware parametrizations, this topic is beyond the scope of the current paper.

In Section 2, we describe the main characteristics of the model. We continue in Section 4 with the experimental 
configuration on the uniform and on the locally refined grid. Section 5 describes the computational performance 
of the model. The paper ends with a discussion and conclusion in Section 6.

2. Model Description
ICON-O solves the hydrostatic Boussinesq equations of large-scale ocean dynamics with a free surface, also 
referred to as the primitive equations of large-scale ocean dynamics. The ocean primitive equations are an evolu-
tion equation for a state vector {v, η, θ, S} that consists of a horizontal velocity field v, the surface elevation η 
and the oceanic tracers, potential temperature and salinity {θ, S}. A comprehensive description of the numerical 
concept underlying ICON-O can be found in Korn (2017). Below we sketch the models key components. Since 
model development is an ongoing dynamical process we mention also briefly actual developments that will be 
available soon in future applications.

2.1. Spatial and Temporal Discretization

The description of ICON-O's spatio-temporal discretization starts with the discretization of the model domain. 
We introduce the grid first, before we continue with the variable staggering, the discrete differential operators 
and the reconstructions.

2.1.1. Model Grid—Uniform and Refined Resolution

2.1.1.1. Model Grid—Uniform Configuration

The horizontal grid is composed of triangular cells, identified with their circumcenter. It is generated through a 
subdivision of the icosahedron that is inscribed into a sphere. The 12 vertices of the icosahedron are located at the 
North and South Pole, and uniformly distributed at 26.565°N and 26.565°S. The icosahedron consists of 30 edges 
and 20 cell centers. The subdivision bisects the edges and uses the edge midpoints as vertices of the next refine-
ment levels. This results in a quad-tree structure. The subdivided triangles are then projected onto the surface 
of the sphere. An overview of using icosahedral grids can be found in Satoh (2013). Connecting the triangular 
cell centers around a vertex creates the so-called dual grid. The projection onto the sphere damages  the perfect 
regularity of the original icosahedron. It leads to relatively small deviations of the edge length and the distance 
between cell circumcenters. These deviations decrease with increasing refinement levels of the icosahedron, 

Figure 3. Resolution variation of the refined configuration ICON-Otele.
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that is, with increasing resolution. Another consequence is that the dual grid does no longer consists solely of 
hexagons—as it is the case for the original icosahedron—but comprises also 20 pentagons.

For the uniform grids used in this paper this construction is modified by reflecting the Northern Hemisphere to 
the south. This creates an additional equatorial symmetry that the original grid does not satisfy. The same result 
can be achieved by twisting the icosahedron as in Heikes and Randall (1995a, 1995b). The symmetrized grid 
has been tested with ICON-O in shallow water set-ups and showed a reduction of the truncation error (Korn 
& Linardakis,  2018). The ICON grid generator is capable of different refinement options such as trisecting 
edges, but this option is not pursued here. To this basic grid generation a grid optimization procedure is applied 
in ICON's grid generator that minimizes the trade-off between variations of the triangular edge length and the 
distance between cell centers. The model's infrastructure allows to use a variety of triangular grids that need 
not necessarily be derived from the icosahedron. An example of a non-icosahedral grid with a resolution that 
increases toward the poles, analogous to latitude-longitude grids, can be found in Korn and Linardakis (2018).

For the definition of the nominal grid resolution we follow the convention used in the ICON modeling system 
(Crüger et al., 2018; Giorgetta et al., 2018; Wan et al., 2013; Zängl et al., 2015) and define the nominal grid 
resolution as the square root of the product of edge length and cell center distance. For the ICON-OUG grid this 
quantity varies slightly (between 8.4 and 10 km).

The vertical grid is structured and non-uniform (referred to as z coordinate). The two-dimensional triangles and 
hexagons/pentagons are simply extended by a height-based dimension such that three-dimensional prisms are 
generated. The number of vertical coordinate levels is fixed, but the number of vertical levels with cell centers 
inside the ocean domain depends on the topography and varies from column to column. The thickness of the 
prisms is constant in time, except for the surface layer, where the sea surface elevation evolves according to 
the free surface equation and where the sea ice is taken into account (for details we refer to Korn (2017)). The 
choice of the most appropriate vertical coordinate system for ocean general circulation models is subject of 
ongoing research (see e.g., S. M. Griffies et al. (2020)). In this direction Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian coor-
dinates have been developed (see e.g., Adcroft et al. (2019)) that allow the use of different vertical coordinates 
in different regions of the world ocean. In the work presented here, we use the classical z-coordinates with its 
well-understood advantages and disadvantages. Alternative vertical coordinates are implemented in an Eulerian 
fashion in ICON-O and are described in Korn et al. (2022). A full Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian treatment of the 
vertical coordinate is currently not implemented in ICON-O.

2.1.1.2. Model Grid With Local Refinement

We apply the technique of spring dynamics as described in Tomita et al. (2001, 2002) to transform the uniform 
to a nonuniform grid and with higher resolution in a specified target region. Spring dynamics describes the grid 
vertices as connected by springs with a certain elasticity that allows changing their position. Spring dynamics 
implements a smooth transition from the higher to the lower resolutions, maintaining a grid quality similar to 
the icosahedral grid. The maximum angle between the edges of a triangle in the modified grid for example, is 
74°. Other, more powerful and sophisticated approaches may also be used, like Engwirda (2017), but while they 
provide sharper control of the refined areas, the maximum angle is slightly larger (78°). As shown in Logemann 
et al. (2021), the model is able to run on grids with larger angles, so more powerful grid generator methods can 
be used in the future. A consequence of the refinement technique via spring dynamics is that a coarsely resolved 
region is created on the opposite side of the globe (see Figure 3). A different strategy with refinement along 
coastlines is described in Logemann et al. (2021) and Mathis et al. (2022).

2.1.2. Discrete Variables and Their Operators

The spatial discretization of ICON-O uses a mimetic discretization of the differential operators. This discretiza-
tion methodology mimics on the discrete level important relations from continuous vector calculus (see e.g., da 
Veiga et al., 2014; Lipnikov et al., 2014). The novelty of the ICON-O numerics is a new use of reconstructions 
that are required to combine scalar and velocity fields for the calculation of fluxes. For these reconstructions we 
introduced the concept of Hilbert-space compatible reconstructions (Korn, 2017; Korn & Linardakis, 2018). 
These reconstructions have the important property to be compatible with a discrete scalar product for the state 
space of the ocean model consisting of velocity, temperature and salinity. This property allows us to write the 
discrete primitive equations in a discrete weak/variational form. A discrete weak form is a necessary condi-
tion to derive discrete global conservation principles. The design of ICON-O has been centered around discrete 
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conservation principles. A second and equally important advantage of Hilbert-space compatible reconstructions 
is that for the triangular grid with a Arakawa C-type staggering they allow to control a spurious mode in the 
divergence field (see e.g., Danilov, 2010; Wolfram & Fringer 2013) through a projection operator. This projection 
is compatible with the conservation laws and preserves for example, energetic consistency. For details we refer to 
Korn (2017) and Korn and Linardakis (2018).

2.1.2.1. Variable Staggering

On the triangular grid introduced in Section 2.1.1 we define an Arakawa C-type staggering of variables. The 
scalar variables such as temperature are defined as constant functions within a triangular cell. These functions can 
be identified with point values at the cell circumcenter. The velocity description uses only the normal component 
of the velocity vector, this normal component is described as a piecewise constant function on triangular edges 
and can be identified with a point value at the edge midpoint. The same staggering is used in MPAS-O (Ringler 
et al., 2013) with the difference that the role of the primal/dual grid are exchanged. The vertical component of 
vorticity appears in our model equations as a consequence of the vector invariant form of the velocity equation. 
This scalar quantity is associated with triangular vertices and assumed to be constant on dual grid cells. All of 
these discrete quantities are defined on the middle level of the three-dimensional triangular or hexagonal prisms. 
The vertical velocity is a piecewise constant scalar function at the top/bottom of the triangular prisms.

2.1.2.2. Differential Operators

On the model grid and based on the C-type staggering we define coordinate-invariant discrete differential opera-
tors of divergence and curl by discrete versions of the integral theorems of Gauss and Stokes. Both operators are 
defined in terms of fluxes on the primal and the dual grid respectively and map these fluxes to the vector space of 
functions that are constant on primal and dual cells, respectively. Following the idea of mimetic finite difference 
discretizations (see e.g., Lipnikov et al., 2014) the derivatives in normal and tangential directions are defined as 
transposed operators to divergence and curl with respect to a scalar product on the respective discrete Hilbert 
space. These properties are essential in deriving energetic consistency (for details we refer to Korn (2017)).

2.1.2.3. Hilbert Space Compatible Reconstructions

The variable staggering places scalar and velocity variables at different locations and consequentially these vari-
ables are elements of different discrete spaces. The product of scalar and velocity variables is needed to calculate 
fluxes of volume, temperature or vorticity. This problem is solved in a structure-preserving way that is compatible 
with the discrete conservation laws by means of the new concept of Hilbert space compatible reconstructions. 
This class of reconstructions respect the discrete scalar products of the vector spaces of scalar and vector varia-
bles and are compatible with the domain and image of the discrete differential operators. Hilbert Space Compat-
ible Reconstructions imply a non-dissipative filter in the discrete continuity equation. This filter is the key to 
control the divergence mode of the triangular C-grid, mentioned above. Hilbert space compatible reconstructions 
are the distinguishing feature of ICON-O. For details we refer to Korn (2017).

2.1.2.4. Tracer Transport

The tracer advection uses a flux-corrected transport algorithm consisting of an upwind scheme as the low-order 
transport component and a higher-order transport scheme that relies in the horizontal direction on Hilbert space 
compatible reconstructions and vertically on a piecewise-parabolic reconstruction (Colella & Woodward, 1984). 
For horizontal as well as for vertical transport the relative weight of low- and high-order schemes in the 
flux-corrected transport algorithm is determined by a Zalesak limiter (Zalesak, 1979). For details we refer to 
Korn (2017).

2.1.2.5. Time Stepping

The time stepping is a classical semi-implicit Adams-Bashford-2 scheme. The fast dynamics of the free surface 
equation is integrated implicitly by solving a two-dimensional elliptic equation in each time step. This alleviates 
severe time step restrictions due to the fast dynamics. ICON-O allows for a nonlinear evolution of the free surface, 
where the thickness of each water column varies in time and where freshwater fluxes due to precipitation/evapo-
ration and river runoff are directly applied (for a discussion between the differences of a linear vs. a nonlinear free 
surface we refer to Scholz et al. (2019)). Once the free surface equation is solved the velocity and tracer variables 
are moved forward in time with an Adams-Bashford extrapolation. The linear elliptic free surface equation is 
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solved iteratively with a conjugated gradient method. As a consequence of the consistency between the surface 
equation and the discrete continuity equation are the Hilbert Space Compatible Reconstructions and the resulting 
projection part of the elliptic free surface equations. It is worth mentioning that the presence of these operators 
in the equation for the free surface improves the condition number of the matrix in the free surface equation and 
leads to faster convergence. The details are given in Korn (2017).

2.2. Parametrizations

2.2.1. Velocity Dissipation

In ocean general circulation models, velocity dissipation (or friction) is parametrized by practical considerations 
rather than first principles. The guiding principle for horizontal friction is to use minimal viscosity for stability 
reasons while controlling grid-scale noise and resolving western boundary currents. Since no coherent theory 
exists that guides the choice of the dissipation scheme, ICON-O comprises a range of options to implement dissi-
pation. This includes a “harmonic” Laplace or a “biharmonic” operator by iterating the Laplacian. The viscosity 
parameter can be determined as a constant value or scaled in terms of geometric grid quantities such as the edge 
length of the triangular area, or it can be determined in a flow-dependent fashion following the modified Leith 
closure, in which the eddy viscosity is determined from the modulus of vorticity alone or together with the modu-
lus of divergence (see e.g., Fox-Kemper & Menemenlis, 2008).

In the numerical experiments shown here we employ for horizontal friction the biharmonic dissipation operator 
𝐴𝐴 𝐯𝐯 , defined by

�∶=��△2
��,

with the vector Laplacian△��∶=∇div(�) − curl� curl(�),

and with horizontal viscosity�� = ����
√

|�| |�⟂|
3

 (1)

where v denotes the normal edge velocity, |e| |e ⊥| the edge length and the cell center distance, respectively and 
Kref > 0 is a fixed reference viscosity. The vertical friction 𝐴𝐴 𝐯𝐯 uses the Laplace operator in each vertical column

𝐯𝐯𝑣𝑣 = 𝐃𝐃�̄�𝑧 (𝐴𝐴
𝐯𝐯

𝐃𝐃𝐳𝐳𝑣𝑣) , (2)

where the vertical derivatives 𝐴𝐴 𝐃𝐃𝐳𝐳,𝐃𝐃�̄�𝑧 act on full and half levels respectively. The calculation of the vertical viscos-
ity A v is described in Section 2.2.2 as part of the vertical mixing scheme.

2.2.2. Vertical Mixing

The parametrization of turbulent vertical mixing in ICON-O relies on a prognostic equation for turbulent kinetic 
energy (TKE) and implements the closure suggested by Gaspar et al. (1990), Blanke and Delecluse (1993), and 
Eden et al. (2014). Here, a mixing length approach with the generic Ansatz for the vertical mixing coefficient for 
velocity and oceanic tracers 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝐯𝐯,𝐶𝐶 = 𝑐𝑐𝐯𝐯,𝐶𝐶
1∕2

𝐿𝐿mix is used, where 𝐴𝐴  denotes the TKE, Lmix the mixing length and 
cv,C a dimensionless adjustable constant. The TKE 𝐴𝐴  evolves according to the vertical (one-dimensional) TKE 
equation

𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡 = 𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧 (𝛼𝛼𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴
𝐯𝐯

𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧) − 𝐴𝐴
𝐶𝐶
𝑁𝑁

2 + 𝐴𝐴
𝐯𝐯(𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑣𝑣)

2 +𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 −𝐷𝐷ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡, (3)

where N 2 denotes the buoyancy frequency, Dsw, Dheat the dissipation due to surface wave breaking and conversion 
of TKE into heat. Equation 3 describes the evolution of TKE due to the terms on the right-hand side. The first 
term on the right-hand side describes the vertical diffusion of TKE. The second term represents the exchange 
of TKE with mean potential energy such that TKE is increased in case of unstable stratification and convective 
mixing, and decreased in case of stable stratification. The third term implements the exchange of TKE with mean 
kinetic energy by vertical shear production of the velocity field. The TKE Equation 3 is supplemented either by 
the Dirichlet boundary condition

 = max (𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑|𝜏𝜏∕𝜌𝜌0|) at 𝑧𝑧 = 0𝑡 (4)

or by the Neumann boundary condition
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at � = 0, (5)

where τ denotes the wind stress and cd a tuning coefficient. From 𝐴𝐴  , the vertical viscosity Av and diapycnal diffu-
sivity A C are derived as:

𝐴𝐴
𝐯𝐯 = 𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢

1∕2
𝐿𝐿mix, and 𝐴𝐴

𝐶𝐶 = 𝑐𝑐𝑏𝑏
1∕2

𝐿𝐿mix, (6)

where cu, cb are constants. The simple parametrization 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴mix =
√
2∕𝑁𝑁2 for the mixing length Lmix is used (Blanke 

& Delecluse, 1993). The vertical variation of this length scale is bounded |∂zLmix| < 1 which also ensures that Lmix 
is bounded by the vertical distances between this point and the surface or the bottom. In the interior ocean and 
sufficiently far away from the boundary, where vertical mixing is mainly caused by breaking of internal waves, 
TKE is set to a constant background value of TKEmin = 10 −6 m 2/s 2. More sophisticated parameterizations for 
interior mixing, where an additional equation for internal waves is applied following D. Olbers and Eden (2013), 
are also available but are not used in the simulations of this paper.

In addition to the TKE-scheme used here, ICON-O comprises options for vertical mixing via the K-profile para-
metrization (KPP; W. Large et al., 1997; W. G. Large et al., 1994) and a modified Pacanowsky-Philander-scheme 
that incorporates additional wind mixing (Marsland et al., 2003; Pacanowsky & Philander, 1981).

2.2.3. Eddy Induced Diffusion and Eddy Induced Advection

The stirring and diffusion that mesoscale eddies exert on oceanic tracers are parametrized at coarse resolution 
in general ocean circulation models. ICON-O parametrizes the eddy-induced diffusion and advection following 
Redi (1982) and Gent and McWilliams (1990), respectively. ICON-O employs the classical variational approach 
(S. Griffies,  1998; S. Griffies et  al.,  1998) but discretizes the variational functional by inherently unstruc-
tured grid methods and not by the classical triad-approach that was developed originally for structured grids. 
Hilbert-space-compatible reconstructions and mimetic differential operators of ICON-O's dynamical core allow 
a structure-preserving discretization of the eddy parametrization. Full details are given in Korn (2018). Parameter 
values of the mesoscale eddy parametrization can be chosen to be constant or to vary with depth following the 
closure of Danabasoglu and Marshall (2007).

2.3. Sea Ice Model

The sea ice model consists of a dynamic and a thermodynamic component. Thermodynamics describes the freez-
ing and melting of sea ice by a single-category, zero-layer formulation (Semtner, 1976) (see Appendix A). The 
current sea ice dynamics is based on the sea ice dynamics component of FESIM (Danilov et al., 2015). It solves 
the momentum equation for sea ice with an elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) rheology, following the formulation by 
Bouillon et al. (2013). However, because ICON-O is based on a C-grid while FESIM is based on the analog of 
an A-grid staggering, a wrapper is needed to transfer variables between the ICON-O grid and the sea ice dynam-
ics component. The details of this wrapper are described in Appendix A). The approach of modeling sea ice 
and ocean dynamics on different staggerings creates inevitable artifacts. For this reason a new sea ice model is 
currently being developed that operates on ICON's native triangular C-grid. The numerical approach to discretize 
the stress tensor on this grid is described in Mehlmann and Korn (2021). A comparison of the new dynamics with 
other approaches was made by Mehlmann et al. (2021). This new sea ice dynamics will replace the configuration 
described here, and results of the new ocean-sea-ice configuration of ICON-O will be reported elsewhere.

2.4. Equation of State

The thermodynamics concept used in ICON-O is currently based on the thermodynamics variables potential 
temperature and practical salinity. In this work we have used the UNESCO equation of state (UNESCO, 1981). 
Alternative equations of state such as the one by Jackett et al. (2006) are available but have not been considered 
in this work. The more accurate and theoretical consistent thermodynamic description in terms of conservative 
temperature and absolute salinity, described in the standard TEOS-10 (UNESCO,  2010), with its associated 
equation of state is under consideration.
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2.5. Model Development, Software Construction, and Code Verification

For the ocean primitive equations no exact solutions are known that can be used as a benchmark against which 
ICON-O could be tested to verify the correctness of the code. We accommodated for this difficulty through our 
model and our software development strategy. Regarding the model development, ICON-O (as well as ICON-A) 
were developed in layers by separating first, the dynamical core from the parametrizations and second, within the 
dynamical core the horizontal from the vertical dynamics. Each of these layers was then further subdivided into 
smaller elements such as the divergence operator or the vertical Laplacian. The smallest elements were subject to 
unit tests to test the correctness of the code. We then aggregated the smallest elements and tested the horizontal 
dynamics in the context of the shallow-water equations. Here, the new components of our numerical scheme such 
as the Hilbert-Space compatible reconstructions were of particular importance. The results of these tests were 
reported in a series of publications: in Korn and Danilov (2017) the wave propagation properties of the mimetic 
discretization and the Hilbert-Space compatible reconstructions were investigated, Korn and Linardakis (2018) 
studied the horizontal discretizations in the framework of the shallow-water equations with a focus on conser-
vation properties. This paper also contains accuracy results on the differential operators. The new discretization 
of the eddy-parametrization was introduced in Korn (2018) with idealized tests for the eddy-advection operator 
and the eddy-diffusion operator, as well as through a coarse-resolution global ocean simulation. The paper by 
Korn (2017) formulates the numerical basis of ICON-O. The paper contains a series of tests, from idealized tests 
such as the Munk Gyre to a global ocean simulation at eddy-permitting resolution. The vertical mixing schemes 
that are available for ICON-O, the TKE, KPP, and PP-schemes have been tested in MPI-OM (Gutjahr et al., 2021) 
and the code for vertical mixing was then integrated into ICON-O. All of this prior work contributed to the confi-
dence of ICON-O's code and can be seen as a prelude to the current paper.

Our model development strategy was reflected by our accompanying software development strategy. ICON-O is 
written in FORTRAN90 and uses the object-oriented software development philosophy. User defined data types 
were constructed that map algorithmic components such as the grid or the state vector onto data types (objects) 
and these objects are passed through the algorithm. This leads to a natural encapsulation of the model data and 
it also facilitates the construction of the overall model algorithm as a series of building blocks that communicate 
through defined interfaces. ICON-O's infrastructure contains a “testbench” that enables us to isolate individual 
code elements such as differential operators or mixing schemes and test them separately from the complete model 
while at the same time remaining within the technical infrastructure of the model such that, for example, paral-
lelization and I/O are available.

The code of ICON-O is part of the ICON source code repository and version control system that contains the 
code of all ICON-models. With the repository comes a dedicated development cycle that consists of the steps, 
development, unit tests and integration into the actual model version once gatekeeping tests are passed. Addi-
tional technical tests check that the model compiles on different platforms. These measures allow us to parallelize 
the development process among distributed developers, hosted at different institutions and preserve the integrity 
of the model code.

3. Model Configuration
Our experimental set-up aligns with requirements of the envisioned application of ICON-O as part of a prediction 
system for seasonal to decadal time scales at mesoscale-eddy resolving resolution. For this purpose it is impor-
tant to ensure that the ocean model is able to create a realistic eddy field that is then part of the initial conditions 
for a prediction. To foreshadow the use of ICON-O as part of a prediction system, we force the model with the 
transient high-resolution and high-frequency reanalysis from NCEP and ERA5. The use of the two forcing data 
sets enables a robust assessment of model responses (see Section 3.2). Due to the computational costs we have to 
restrict the integration times to a few decades.

For the uniform simulation ICON-OUG we use a horizontal grid with a nearly uniform resolution of ∼10 km (cf., 
Section 2.1.1). The grid has 128 vertical levels, with a spacing that ranges from 8 m in the upper ocean to 200 m 
toward the bottom. The top layer has a thickness of 11 m to avoid stability problems that potentially arise from 
large surface elevation changes. For the bathymetry we use for both configurations the SRTM30 data set (Becker 
et al., 2009), which has a resolution of ∼900 m. The bathymetry data is interpolated to the model grid by a nearest 
neighbor interpolation. Manual quality control ensures that the width and depth of important channels such as 
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Denmark Strait or the Strait of Gibraltar are not affected by interpolation errors. Then the land-sea mask of the 
first level is used to remove all dry grid points throughout the whole water column. This reduces the total number 
of used grid points considerably, improves the computational efficiency and reduces memory requirements. If 
we would apply the land-sea mask individually to all layers to remove all land points, this would require indirect 
addressing in the vertical direction, while leading only to a small additional reduction of the grid points. The 
additional gain was considered not big enough to outweigh the code complexity.

3.1. Telescoping Configuration

For the telescoping configuration ICON-Otele a base grid of ∼20 km resolution with four times less grid cells 
as the grid of the ICON-OUG configuration was modified by spring dynamics (cf., Section 2.1.1) to obtain the 
resolution change shown in Figure 3. The resulting focal area has a resolution that is similar but slightly higher 
(∼8 to 9 km) than for the uniform grid. As a consequence of the refinement technique by spring dynamics the 
strongest loss of resolution occurs in the Indo-Pacific. The resolution in the Southern Ocean varies between 
50 and 80 km. The number of vertical levels and the vertical spacing of ICON-Otele is identical to the uniform 
configuration ICON-OUG.

3.2. Initial Conditions, Surface Forcing, and Spin-Up

To generate an initial state a climatological distribution for temperature and salinity from the Polar Science 
Center Hydrographic Climatology (PHC3; Steele et al., 2001) is interpolated to the respective grid by means of a 
bilinear interpolation using the Climate Data Operators (Schulzweida, 2021). The spin-up follows the procedure 
of the STORM experiment (von Storch et al., 2012). For 25 years a 1-year periodic forcing with a daily frequency 
using the climatological data set (Röske, 2006) was applied. After the 25-years spinup the models kinetic energy 
has reached a quasi-steady state (not shown). We apply now from 1948 to 2019 the transient and daily forcing 
from the NCEP data set (Kalnay et al., 1996) that has a spatial resolution of 200 km. In the year 1980 we branch 
off and apply from 1980 to 2019 the ERA5 forcing (Hersbach et al., 2018). The ERA5 forcing has a spatial reso-
lution of ∼30 km and temporal frequency of 1 hr. We remark that the grid of ICON-Otele has in some regions a 
coarser resolution than the atmospheric forcing, such that ICON-Otele effectively sees there an averaged atmos-
pheric forcing.

The atmospheric forcing data sets do not contain all necessary fluxes to prescribe the oceans boundary condition. 
They contain shortwave/longwave heat fluxes but the turbulent fluxes are calculated by means of bulk formulas. 
More specifically, from the atmospheric reanalysis we read in downward shortwave radiation, precipitation, sea 
level pressure, 2 m temperature, dew point temperature, cloud cover, 10 m wind speed and wind stress, then we 
use the bulk formulae described in Marsland et al. (2003) to calculate evaporation, fluxes of latent and sensible 
heat. All data were interpolated to the model grid with CDO's bilinear interpolation (Schulzweida, 2021), except 
for the windstress that was interpolated with a bicubic interpolation. For salinity we apply in the surface layer a 
restoring to the salinity of the PHC3 data (PHC3, Steele et al., 2001) with a time scale of 3 months with respect 
to the 11 m thick surface layer. For the river runoff we use the daily climatology from (Röske, 2006) that uses the 
observed mean monthly discharge of the world's 50 largest rivers (Gates et al., 1993). The applied surface fluxes 
of volume by precipitation, evaporation and runoff change the sea level and the global ocean volume. This is a 
desirable feature for coupled models but in an uncoupled configuration the global volume flux from the forcing 
is not necessarily balanced, because parts of the fresh water fluxes are prescribed (precipitation and runoff) while 
others are calculated from the model state (evaporation). To avoid a drift of the global ocean volume in the uncou-
pled configuration the global mean sea level is normalized to zero once per day. A notable difference between 
the two forcing data sets is that NCEP has a downward shortwave radiation that is ∼15 to 20 W/m 2 stronger than 
for ERA5. This results in a too warm sea surface temperature (SST) field. To prevent too much sea-ice melting, 
we have increased the albedo in the NCEP-forced run by 5%. Our analysis focuses on the ERA5 simulation, the 
results with the NCEP forcing are qualitatively similar, and our results appear to be robust with respect to the two 
forcing sets. For ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele exactly the same spin-up procedure and surface forcing is used to 
achieve comparability of the two configurations.
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3.3. Parameter Choices

The simulation of the ICON-OUG-configuration uses a time step of 300 s. The time step was chosen conserva-
tively and could have been larger without causing stability issues. For horizontal viscosity we use the biharmonic 
operator (a) with the reference viscosity Kref = 2.0E10 m/s (cf., (a)). This value is scaled with the cube of the 
local grid resolution. This is the only place where a parameter is adapted to the varying resolution. The eddy 
parametrization was disabled in both runs. The horizontal diffusivity in the temperature and salinity equation is 
also deactivated but a diffusive effect on temperature and salinity is due to the flux limiter in the transport term. 
The vertical viscosity and diffusivity are determined by the TKE scheme (see Section 2.2.2) with the following 
parameters: cu = 0.1, cb = cu/(6.6Ri), cd = 3.75, αTKE = 30.0, TKEmin = 10 −6 m 2/s 2, where Ri denotes the Rich-
ardson number. For TKE the boundary condition of Neumann type was used in our simulations (see Equation 5 
in Section 2.2.2). This TKE configuration was used for ICON-OUG as well as for ICON-Otele. The resolution 
of ICON-OUG resolves considerable parts of the mesoscale eddies in the region of interest, therefore the eddy 
parametrization has been deactivated.

4. Evaluation of the Simulated Global Circulation for Uniform and Telescoping 
Configuration
In this section we describe the circulation simulated by ICON-O in its two configurations. Key diagnostics such 
as temperature and salinity biases or volume transport are compared to observations or a climatology. Guiding 
questions of our analysis are: how close is ICON-OUG to ocean observations and how close is ICON-Otele 
to ICON-OUG. The considered time period are the last 10 years (2010–2019) of the simulation driven by 
ERA5-forcing. Unless stated otherwise, we consider means over this period for our analysis. Coupled climate 
models are often evaluated using 30-year averages as this is considered the “climate scale” and to have time 
averages large-enough to reduce the influence of climate variability that could be different in the coupled model 
compared to reanalysis. Since we are using forcing from reanalysis we can assume that the model should be quite 
constrained to the imposed variability and that a 10-year average is appropriate.

4.1. Surface Climate

The SST and the sea surface salinity (SSS) are defined as potential temperature and salinity of the first model 
level. Figure 4 shows the respective time averaged difference of SST and SSS from the two model configurations 
ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele to the PHC climatology. The time averaging of the model results is applied over the 
period 2010–2019 and the reference PHC climatology is interpolated to the first model level. We refer to this 
difference as “bias.”

The SST bias and the SSS bias of ICON-OUG appear to be very similar to the respective bias of ICON-Otele. In 
particular in the Northern Hemisphere the biases differ only in small scale features. Both configurations show in 
the Northen Hemisphere a warm SST bias. Part of this warm SST bias might be due to the spin-up procedure in 
which we branched of with the ERA5-simulation from the NCEP run after 32 years (cf., Section 3). The warm 
SST bias of the NCEP run might be inherited by the ERA5-simulation. Stronger biases appear at the Gulf Stream, 
the Kuroshio, the Labrador Sea, and generally in coastal regions. Noticeable is the localized cold bias at the 
Northwest corner of the Gulf Stream that is apparent in the SST of ICON-OUG and of ICON-Otele. At the same 
position we observe a fresh bias in the SSS of both configurations. In the Southern Hemisphere both ICON-OUG 
and ICON-Otele show predominantly a cold bias over large parts of the equatorial Atlantic and Pacific that 
changes to a warm bias in the Southern Ocean. Noticeably is a different bias structure in the Agulhas region, 
where ICON-Otele shows a pronounced and more coherent cold bias east of South Africa and a warm bias west 
of Africa, while ICON-OUG has in these regions weaker biases of opposite sign. This difference is likely due to 
the absence of the Agulhas retroflection in ICON-Otele due to insufficient resolution (cf., also the difference in 
eddy kinetic energy between ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele in Figure 16). The main difference in the SSS is the 
pronounced fresh bias of ICON-Otele in the Pacific near Australia that is considerably weaker in ICON-OUG. In 
this region the two model configurations have the largest difference in resolution. Apart from these differences 
the SSS bias is similar in both experiments. This is due to the fact that in both experiments the models surface 
salinity is restored to the PHC climatology.
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4.2. Biases in Hydrography

Information about the structure of the simulated temperature and salinity fields in the ocean interior can be 
obtained from temporally and zonally averaged difference between the model results and the PHC climatology 
interpolated to the model grid. The averaging period are the years 2010–2019. This difference is again referred 
to as “bias.” In Figure  5 we observe for temperature a maximum bias of ∼2°C at ∼60°N that is present in 
ICON-OUG as well as in ICON-Otele but slightly weaker in the uniform configurations. Also the cold bias near 

Figure 4. Maps of time averaged difference of surface temperature and salinity to Polar Science Center Hydrographic Climatology climatology at the first model level 
in 5.5 m depth. Left row shows the result for ICON-OUG, the right row for ICON-Otele.

Figure 5. Global zonal average of bias relative to the Polar Science Center Hydrographic Climatology climatology for potential temperature (top) and salinity (bottom), 
ICON-OUG is shown in the left column and ICON-Otele in the right column.
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the surface is similar in both configuration. In the Northern Hemisphere, the bias patterns and magnitudes of the 
two configurations are quite similar.

In the Southern Hemisphere, a warm temperature bias for ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele can be noted between ∼80° 
to 30°S, it reaches from the surface down to ∼3,000 to 3,500 m. This bias is more pronounced in ICON-Otele 
(right) than in ICON-OUG (left). Qualitatively analogous statements apply to the salinity bias in Figure 5. Figure 6 
shows for ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele the temperature and salinity biases in the Atlantic. The most distinct errors 
in both tracer fields occur at ∼60°N. This reflects biases in the processes related to the formation of NADW, such 
as the overflows through Denmark Strait and the Faroe Bank Channel, or deep convection. We attribute to some 
extend the biases in the surface and subsurface hydrography to the insufficiently tuned vertical mixing scheme. 
In the TKE scheme we use the parameter value cu = 0.1 for both configurations (see Section 2.2.2). Later sensi-
tivity studies with respect to this parameter have shown that this value is not optimal and that the choice cu = 0.2 
reduces the hydrographic biases (see also Gutjahr et al., 2021).

Compared to the results from the Ocean Model Intercomparison Study (OMIP-2; Chassignet et al., 2020) the 
biases of ICON-O fit well within the range of biases of the ocean models that participated in that study (cf., 
Figures 11 and 12 in Chassignet et al. (2020)). We remark that OMIP-2 uses a different forcing (JRA-55) and 
applies a different spin-up procedure.

4.3. Mixed Layer Depth

Several definitions of the mixed layer depth (MLD) are available in the literature (see e.g., the discussion in 
Appendix D6 of S. M. Griffies et al. (2000). We define the MLD as the depth at which the density difference to 
the ocean surface is 0.125 sigma units. Figure 7 shows the monthly maximum and minimum of the MLD over 
the period 2010–2019. In the maximum MLD plots (left column) the North Atlantic deep water formation sites 
in the high latitudes are clearly identifiable, as for example, the bowl-shaped convection site in the Labrador Sea 

Figure 6. Atlantic: zonal average of bias relative to the Polar Science Center Hydrographic Climatology climatology for 
potential temperature (top) and salinity (bottom), ICON-OUG is shown in the left column and ICON-Otele in the right column.
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and the band of deep mixed layers in the Southern Ocean. With respect to observations of the EN4 data set (Good 
et al., 2013) ICON-OUG overestimates the MLD, the maxima and the minima are both too large. In the Labrador 
Sea the spatial pattern of MLD of ICON-Otele (top row) and ICON-OUG (middle row) are quite similar, the actual 
depth of the mixed layer differs as the difference plot in the last row of Figure 7 shows. The difference in large 
parts of the North Atlantic is practically zero, except for the difference in maximal MLD (left plot in the bottom 
row), where the maximal MLD of ICON-Otele exceeds clearly the maximal MLD of ICON-OUG in the Labrador 
Sea and the Greenland Sea. Overall the differences in MLD between the two configurations ICON-OUG and 
ICON-Otele are relatively small. This might be due to the fact that the MLD is dominated by vertical processes 
and forcing and to a lesser extent by the horizontal resolution. We hypothesize that the lack of tuning of the verti-
cal mixing scheme contributes also to the difference between observed and simulated MLDs.

Figure 7. Mixed layer depth (MLD) from 2010 to 2019. Top row shows the EN4 data set, second row the corresponding maximum (left) and minimum (right) MLD 
for ICON-OUG and third row the maximum (left) and minimum (right) MLD of ICON-Otele. Bottom row shows the difference ICON-Otele–ICON-OUG.
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4.4. Transports of the Model

The barotropic stream function describes the large-scale horizontal circulation. The vertical integral from the 
bottom to the surface of the horizontal velocities 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ∶= ∫

𝜂𝜂

−𝐻𝐻
𝑣𝑣(𝑧𝑧) 𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧 is divergence-free, ∇2 ⋅ V = 0. Therefore it can 

be written in terms of a two-dimensional stream function Ψ such that V ≔ − ∇ × Ψ. The barotropic stream func-
tion describes the vertically integrated volume transport, with positive values indicating a clockwise and negative 
values a counter clockwise flow. On unstructured grids the computation of the barotropic stream function is more 
involved than on latitude-longitude grids (see e.g., Sidorenko et al., 2020).

The major gyres of the large scale circulation are reproduced by ICON-OUG (see left plot in Figure 8). In the 
North Atlantic the stream function shows a subtropical gyre with a maximum of about ∼60 Sv and a subpolar 
gyre ∼35 Sv. Both numbers compare well with the observational estimates of 46.0–61.0 Sv of Johns et al. (1996) 
for the subtropical gyre and for the subpolar gyre with the estimate 26.0−40.0 (Bacon,  1997; Bersch,  1995; 
Clark, 1984; Holliday et al., 2009; Lherminier et al., 2007). In the North Pacific the subtropical gyre has a maxi-
mum strength of ∼50 Sv for ICON-OUG.

According to Imawaki et al. (2001) the estimate is 42.0 ± 2.5 Sv. In the Southern Pacific, the subtropical gyre of 
ICON-OUG has a maximum of ∼60 Sv. The barotropic stream function also shows the Agulhas current retrof-
lection that provides a barrier between the Indian Ocean and the Southern Atlantic, such that the warm and salty 
water from the Indian Ocean enters the Atlantic mainly in form of the Agulhas rings.

Table 1 shows a list of the vertically integrated volume transport of several passages and throughflows. The 
simulated transport is compared to the transport estimated from observations. The volume transports simulated 
by ICON-OUG agree overall quite well with the observational estimates. In the Northern Hemisphere the trans-
ports of ICON-Otele through Denmark Strait and the Iceland Faroer Channel are slightly better than that of 
ICON-OUG, while the situation is reversed for the Indonesian Throughflow, the Florida Bahamas Strait and the 
Mozambique Channel. We diagnose a transport of 164.9 Sv through Drake Passage for ICON-OUG and 160.9 Sv 
for ICON-Otele, which are both consistently higher than the traditional estimate of 137 ± 15 Sv by Cunningham 
et al. (2003) but close to the transport of 173 ± 10 Sv given by Donohue et al. (2016). The streamfunction of 
ICON-Otele agrees to a large extent with the one of ICON-OUG, in particular in the North Atlantic. This is 
not surprising, because the barotropic streamfunction is largely wind-driven and both model configurations are 
subject to the same wind field. Main differences can be seen in the Southern Hemisphere, most notably in the 
Indo-Pacific, where the ICON-Otele has a much coarser resolution than ICON-OUG.

The Drake Passage volume transport of the two configurations from 2010 to 2019 is shown in Figure 9. The 
transport over this period is at a relatively high level, with a simulated volume transport of ICON-OUG that is 
consistently stronger than the one by ICON-Otele. The variability of the two time series is also remarkably similar, 
despite the difference in resolution between the two configurations.

Figure 8. Barotropic streamfunction for ICON-OUG (left) and for ICON-Otele (right).
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Figure 10 shows the zonal integral of surface heat fluxes, which is also integrated meridionally from the North 
Pole southwards. At the equilibrium, this corresponds to the meridional heat transport by the ocean velocity field. 
However, our simulation is not in perfect equilibrium which explains non-negative values at the southern bound-
ary. Nevertheless, we will refer to this quantity as meridional heat transport in the following. The meridional heat 
transport of ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele is shown in Figure 10. For the ERA5 as well as for NCEP forcing (cf., 
spin up in Section 3.2) the global transport (green) is decomposed into the Atlantic (red) and the Indo-Pacific 
(blue) contribution. The global northward transport of both configurations has a maximum at ∼20°N of ∼1.8 
PW that agrees for both configurations reasonably well with the reanalysis based estimate from Trenberth and 
Caron (2001). The global minimum in the Trenberth-Caron-estimate is located at ∼18°S and has a magnitude of 
∼1.25 PW. This estimate is reproduced by ICON-OUG, while the ICON-Otele minimum is located at the same 
position but smaller by ∼0.3 to 0.4 PW. The local maximum at 40°S is overestimated by ICON-Otele and its posi-
tion is shifted northward. The budget of the global heat transport is not closed for both configurations, as both 
green curves do not approach zero in the Southern Hemisphere. This is due to the short integration time and the 
fact our diagnostic relies on the integrated heat flux but does not take into account the local heat content change. 
This affects not the position of the local minima and maxima but their magnitude. A look at the decomposition 
of the global heat transport in Atlantic and Pacific parts shows that in the Southern Hemisphere the Atlantic 
heat transport of ICON-Otele is almost uniformly smaller by ∼0.2 PW than the transport of ICON-OUG, while 
the transports of the two configurations converge when moving northwards. This is true for the ERA5 as well 
as for  the NCEP forced simulations. The simulated Atlantic heat transport of both configurations compares well 
with the estimate of 1.33 ± 0.4 PW of Johns et al. (2011). The remaining contribution to the difference between 
the global heat transport of ICON-Otele and ICON-OUG is due to the Pacific heat transport. Here, ICON-OUG 
aligns with the NCEP-estimate (Trenberth & Caron, 2001) regarding the amplitude and the shape of the south-
ward heat transport curve, while ICON-Otele shows larger deviations such as the overestimated local minimum at 
∼53°S. Since this occurs for both forcing data we attribute this to the resolution difference between ICON-OUG 
and ICON-Otele in the Pacific Ocean.

4.5. Overturning Circulation

A meridional overturning stream function with realistic transport strength and structure of the circulation cells 
is important for maintaining a realistic climate. The stream function is calculated by the model during runtime 
using the vertical velocity. The calculation of the overturning stream function follows the procedure in MPI-OM 
(Marsland et al., 2003) and employs an internal smoothing to filter noise from the vertical velocities. Figure 11 
shows the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) of ICON-Otele (left) and ICON-OUG (right).

The maximal volume transport is 18 Sv for ICON-OUG and 20 Sv for ICON-Otele. The depth of the upper cell of 
the AMOC reaches down to a depth of ∼3,500 m for ICON-OUG, for ICON-Otele the maximal depth of the upper 
cell is also ∼3,500 m for ICON-Otele but toward lower latitudes the upper cell is slightly deeper than ICON-OUG. 
Compared to the observations from the RAPID project (see e.g., Smeed et al., 2018) in Figure 12 we see that both 
overturning cells are shallower than the depth of ∼4,300 m from the RAPID data. Figure 12 shows at the top the 
time series of the AMOC index and at the bottom the time average of the vertical profile at 26.5°N. In each of the 
two plots the black curves show the results from the RAPID measurements, the blue curves represent ICON-OUG 
and the red ones ICON-Otele. The colored dashed lines in the bottom plot mark two standard deviations around 

Figure 9. Time series of volume transport at Drake Passage from 2010 to 2019. The blue curve corresponds to ICON-OUG, 
the red curve to ICON-Otele.
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the respective mean. The time series of the AMOC index shows that both ICON-OUG as well as ICON-Otele 
overestimate the transport measured by the RAPID data in the time period 2004–2019. The variability of the two 
configurations match the observed variability. The vertical profile shown in Figure 12 shows that ICON-OUG 
overestimates the observed profile in the upper 2,800 m and underestimates it below this depth. We see the 
sign change of the transport at ∼4,300 m for the RAPID data and at ∼3,500 m for ICON-OUG. The telescoping 
configuration ICON-Otele shows a stronger transport than ICON-OUG in the upper 3,000 m and a weaker one at 
the lower 3,000 m, it agrees better with the RAPID data in depths below 3,500 m and worse above. The change in 
sign of the vertical profile agrees for ICON-Otele slightly better with RAPID than for ICON-OUG.

ICON-O's overestimation of the overturning differs from other ocean models that often show a tendency to 
underestimate the transport over the whole depth (cf., AMOC profile in Figure 27 of Chassignet et al. (2020) for 
high-resolution and Figure 5 in Danabasoglu et al. (2014) for low resolution experiments). The strength of the 
overturning in ICON-O, the simulated transport at 26.5°N and also the transport through the Drake Passage are 
relatively strong compared to the model results shown in the OMIP-2 intercomparison (Chassignet et al., 2020) 
(see their Figures 15, 16 and 26).

The variety of AMOC strengths that the different models in Danabasoglu et al. (2014) exhibit, is attributed to 
differences in model details such as horizontal or vertical grid resolution, differences in subgrid scale parametri-
zation or formulation of the sea-ice model. Our results show that the difference in the horizontal grid resolution 
between ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele does not create significant changes in the AMOC intensity.

Section ICON-OUG ICON-Otele Observations References

Denmark Strait 2.9 Sv 3.0 Sv 3.2 ± 0.5 Sv Jochumsen et al. (2017)

Iceland Faroe Channel 2.4 Sv 2.1 Sv 2.0 ± 0.2 Sv Hansen and Ostehus (2007)

Indonesian Throughflow 13.5 Sv 9.0 Sv 15 Sv Gordon et al. (2010)

Florida Bahamas Strait 26.9 Sv 24.0 Sv 32.1 ± 3.3 Sv Meinen et al. (2010) and Kanzow et al. (2010)

Mozambique Channel 13.9 Sv 10.5 Sv 16 ± 13 Sv van der Werf et al. (2010) and Ridderinkhof 
et al. (2010)

Drake Passage 164.8 Sv 160.9 Sv 137 ± 15 Sv Cunningham et al. (2003)

173.3 ± 10.7 Sv Donohue et al. (2016)

Table 1 
Vertical Integrated Volume Transport Through Important Passages

Figure 10. Simulated meridional heat transport for both configurations ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele, globally and basin-wise, and for the two forcing data ERA5 and NCEP.
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4.6. Arctic and Antarctic Sea Ice

The simulated sea ice closely tracks the satellite-retrieved sea-ice concentration (Figure 13) and sea-ice area 
(Figure 14) in both grid configurations and in both hemispheres. The agreement is particularly good in winter, 
owing to the strong atmospheric temperature forcing that largely determines the location of sea ice in an 
ocean-only setup. Only near the ice edge, both model simulations show too high a sea-ice concentration compared 
to the satellite retrieval. In summer, when atmospheric temperature is close to the freezing temperature and thus 
compatible with both sea ice or an open ocean, ICON-Otele and ICON-OUG simulate too little sea ice in both 
hemispheres. In the Northern Hemisphere, the too low sea-ice area in summer primarily comes about by too low 
a sea-ice concentration of the sea-ice cover, while the overall spatial extent matches the satellite retrieval quite 
well (Figure 13b). The too low sea-ice concentration and the resulting additional absorption of solar radiation in 
summer might be one reason for the warm temperature bias in the surface waters of the Arctic Ocean (Figure 5). 
In the Southern Hemisphere, both model configurations lose almost all sea ice in summer. Given the substantial 
impact of ocean temperature on Southern Ocean sea-ice coverage, the loss of summer sea ice is potentially related 
to the warm temperature bias of the near-surface water (Figure 5).

Figure 11. Atlantic meridional overturning streamfunction of ICON-OUG (left) and ICON-Otele (right).

Figure 12. Top: Time series of Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) at 26.5°N. Black line shows 
measurements from RAPID, the blue line time series of ICON-OUG and the red one the time series of ICON-Otele. Bottom: 
Time average (2004–2019) of vertical profile at 26.5°N. The dashed lines mark two standard deviations from the mean for 
RAPID (black), ICON-OUG (blue), and ICON-Otele (red).
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For sea-ice thickness in the Arctic (not shown), both model configurations manage to simulate the observed spatial 
increase in ice thickness toward the Canadian/Greenland coast, with thicknesses in winter of about 3 m near the 
coastline. However, both model configurations share the common issue of having too thin winter sea ice in the 
central Arctic (about 1 m), and too thick sea ice at the Russian coast, with similar ice thicknesses there as on 
the  western coastlines. In summer, both model configurations simulate a very thin ice cover throughout the Arctic, 
with thickness of below 0.75 m for almost all the summer sea-ice cover. The two ICON configurations show a very 
similar evolution of their sea-ice cover, which is not surprising given the very similar grid resolution in the high 
latitudes.

Figure 13. Time-averaged sea ice concentration (2010–2019, March and September) for (a and b) the Northern Hemisphere 
and (c and d) the Southern Hemisphere. Shaded in color is the sea ice concentration simulated by ICON-OUG. Overlaid as 
contour lines are the 15% sea ice concentrations from ICON-OUG (green), ICON-Otele (orange), and from EUMETSAT OSI 
SAF v2.0 (OSI-450/430, magenta) (Lavergne et al., 2019).
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4.7. Variability and Local Circulation Features

In the first part of this section we study the simulated mean and variance of 
SSH and kinetic energy and compare these quantities with the corresponding 
quantities from the AVISO data (AVISO, 2021). For model as well as for 
observational data the variances refer to the respective temporal mean for the 
considered period 2010–2019. In the second part we compare the simulated 
velocity and temperature structure at the equatorial Pacific to observations 
from Johnson et al. (2002).

4.7.1. Variability of Sea Surface Height and Kinetic Energy

Figure 15 shows the bias of the mean SSH for ICON-Otele and ICON-OUG 
with respect to the mean from AVISO and it shows for both configurations the 
variance in SSH. The large-scale patterns of SSH are reproduced well in both 
simulations. Regions of larger biases are boundary currents and the Antarctic 
Circumpolar Current. Here, the error goes up to ∼0.5 m. The variance of 
ICON-OUG compares quite well to the variance from AVISO observations, 
but the minima in SSH variance in the high latitudes are overestimated by 
ICON-OUG. This might be due to insufficient resolution in these regions.

Figure 14. 2010–2019 time-averaged seasonal cycle of sea-ice area for (a) 
the Northern Hemisphere and (b) the Southern Hemisphere for ICON-OUG, 
ICON-Otele, and the satellite-retrieval EUMETSAT OSI SAF v2.0 
(OSI-450/430) (Lavergne et al., 2019).

Figure 15. Mean and variance of sea-surface height from AVISO (top row), for ICON-OUG (second row) and ICON-Otele (bottom row).
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The SSH variance of ICON-Otele in the North Atlantic and the eastern Pacific remains close to the variance of 
ICON-OUG, but with increasing distance to the focal region the differences between the two simulations grow, 
with the most notable disagreement in the Southern Ocean, where the resolution difference is largest.

Figure 16 shows the surface eddy kinetic energy. AVISO data are on top of the figure and in the first row below 
are ICON-OUG (left) and ICON-Otele (right). The second row shows the eddy kinetic energy at depth of ∼1,000 
m. For the plot of the AVISO data the kinetic energy was computed via the geostrophic velocity that was derived 
from the SSH. The eddy component is defined as the difference between the total kinetic energy calculated from 
the daily geostrophic velocity outputs and the mean kinetic energy calculated from the climatological yearly means 
of geostrophic outputs. In ICON-OUG the positions of regions of high eddy kinetic energy match the observations.

The surface eddy kinetic energy in the equatorial Atlantic and Pacific Ocean is for ICON-OUG as well as for 
ICON-Otele clearly overestimated relative to the AVISO estimate. This overestimation is independent of the reso-
lution differences between both configurations. The kinetic energy in the equatorial Atlantic and Pacific Ocean is 
dominated by Tropical Instability Waves. Toward the equator the AVISO estimate for the surface kinetic energy 
becomes less reliable, because it is calculated from the observed SSH by means of geostrophy, which becomes 
increasingly questionable near the equator, and because the ageostrophic velocity component does not enter 
AVISO's kinetic energy estimate.

The eddy kinetic energy in the Southern Ocean is represented quite well by ICON-OUG. Here, ICON-Otele 
behaves differently and shows a much smaller level of surface kinetic energy than the AVISO data, a consequence 
of the lower resolution in the Southern Ocean. The level of eddy kinetic energy of ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele 
in the Gulf Stream region matches in principle the magnitude of the AVISO observations but the path differs 
from the observational data, in particular the Northwest corner is missed. The Kuroshio is simulated well in the 

Figure 16. Eddy kinetic energy at the surface from AVISO data (top), and ICON-OUG (second row left) and ICON-Otele (second row right). Bottom row shows eddy 
kinetic energy at depth of 1,040 m for ICON-OUG (left) and ICON-Otele (right).
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ICON-OUG configuration but it is absent in ICON-Otele. An analogous statement applies to the Agulhas region 
that is reasonably represented in ICON-OUG, albeit with a too strong Agulhas leakage into the South Atlantic 
relative to AVISO, while in ICON-Otele no elevated energy is visible and the Agulhas retroflection is absent.

The different energetics of the two configurations in the Southern Ocean is also present in greater depths (see 
bottom row of Figure 16). The eddy kinetic energy in ∼1,000 m shows again a high degree of similarity between 
ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele in regions of moderate difference of resolution such as the North Atlantic and the 
eastern part of the Pacific. In regions of large resolution difference such as the western Pacific and the Southern 
Ocean, we observe a weaker level of eddy kinetic energy of ICON-Otele. Apparent in all plots is the increasing 
loss of variability of ICON-Otele with increasing distance from the focal region.

Figure 17 shows the ratio of mean kinetic energy and eddy kinetic energy for ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele. Here, 
the mean kinetic energy is defined as the kinetic energy computed from the monthly mean of the velocity data. 
In the ICON-OUG simulation the eddy kinetic energy exceeds everywhere the mean kinetic energy. This behavior 
can be expected, because ICON-OUG resolves the first baroclinic Rossby radius over larger regions of the worlds 
ocean than ICON-Otele. The dominance of eddy kinetic energy over mean kinetic energy is also consistent with 
the analysis of the Lorenz energy cycle (see e.g., Figure 3 in von Storch et al. (2012)). The dominance of eddy 
over mean kinetic energy is only slightly smaller in the equatorial region. For ICON-Otele the eddy kinetic energy 
generally dominates the mean kinetic energy, in particular in the North Atlantic, in the northern Indian Ocean and 
in the eastern part of the equatorial Pacific, but in the Southern Ocean and in parts of the Pacific Ocean we see a 
more mixed picture with regions where the mean kinetic energy is larger than the eddy energy.

4.7.2. Local Circulation Feature in the Pacific

The thermal structure and the velocity at a cross section of the equatorial Pacific at 110°W is shown in Figure 18. 
Observations of the equatorial undercurrent from Johnson et al. (2002) are shown at the first row, the second row 
shows results from ICON-OUG and the third from ICON-Otele. The zonal velocity and the temperature profile 
with its slightly inclined warm ellipse of ICON-OUG agree quite well with the observations (cf., first and second 
row of left column of Figure 18), but the vertical decay of the observed temperature is stronger and shows a 
larger gradient than ICON-OUG, while the undercurrent of ICON-Otele (third row and left column of Figure 18) 
is weaker but at the right position, the negative velocity in the upper 50 m slightly north of the equator is overes-
timated by ICON-Otele. Regarding the zonal velocity profile of ICON-OUG appears slightly stronger and broader 
than the observations (cf., first and second row of right column of Figure 18). The inclination of the current and 
its near surface structure seems to be captured better by ICON-Otele.

5. Computational Performance
In this section we give a short overview of the computational performance of the two experiments. The uniform 
grid setup ran on 200 nodes of the “mistral compute2” partition at the German Climate Computing Center 
(DKRZ). The nodes of this partition are equipped with 2 × 18-core Broadwell cpus, clocked at 2.1 GHz. A 
combined MPI and OpenMP parallelization was employed, with 6 OpenMP threads and 6 MPI processes on each 
node. The turnover of this setup was 1.7 simulated years per day. The non-uniform experiment ran on 200 nodes 
of the compute mistral partition. The nodes of this partition are equipped with 2 × 12-core Haswell cpus, clocked 
at 2.5 GHz. The turnover was 12 simulated years per day.

Figure 17. Ratio of mean kinetic energy and eddy kinetic energy at the surface of ICON-OUG (left) and ICON-Otele (right).
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The relative costs are given in Table 2. The most salient cost is that of output, which accounts for almost half of 
the runtime in the uniform setting, while 21% of the time is spent on output in the non-uniform setting. The output 
consists of four 3D variables for every simulated day, 90 3D variables and 86 2D variables for every simulated 

month. The grid size of the uniform grid is 4.4 times larger (in terms of cells) 
than the non-uniform, resulting in the difference in the output cost, and also 
in the overall performance. The output procedure used in these experiments 
is sequential and synchronous, forcing long waiting times when the output is 
called. We have recently implemented an asynchronous parallel output proce-
dure, which we expect will significantly reduce the cost. Related to the high 
output cost is the diagnostics cost. The large number of diagnostic quantities 
require a cost of 10% for the uniform grid, and 15% for the non-uniform.

Projecting the turnover without output (we expect the relative costs to be 
small when using an asynchronous parallel approach in the future), but main-
taining the large diagnostics cost, we would get 3.2 simulated years per day 
for the uniform grid, while the non-uniform gives 15 simulated years per day. 
Provided that the time step of the non-uniform grid is two times larger, the 
overall theoretical performance gain for the non-uniform grid would be 8.8 

Figure 18. Cross section of zonal velocity in tropical Pacific at 110 W overlaid with temperature (right) and zonal velocities 
with temperature (right). The first row shows observations, second row shows ICON-OUG and the third row ICON-Otele.

Process ICON-OUG ICON-Otele

Output 0.47 0.21

Dynamics 0.12 0.20

SSH solver 0.05 0.10

Tracer advection 0.11 0.12

TKE 0.07 0.09

Ice dynamics 0.05 0.09

Diagnostics 0.10 0.15

Other 0.03 0.04

Table 2 
Relative Computational Costs for ICON-OUG and the ICON-Otele Setups
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times faster. The actual speed-up is 4.7 times faster. The difference can be partially attributed to the larger cost 
of the solver, when a larger time step is used, and also the difference between weak and strong scaling (using 
4.4 times more nodes on the non-uniform grid, relative to the uniform grid will not result in a 4.4 speed-up). In 
conclusion, the telescoping approach does provide an efficient way to improve the turnover of the model. A more 
detailed performance and scaling analysis will be undertaken in the future.

6. Discussion and Conclusion
In this work we have described two experiments carried out with ICON-O. In one model configuration, labeled 
ICON-OUG, on an uniform icosahedral grid with a nominal grid resolution of ∼10 km, and in a second config-
uration, termed ICON-Otele, on a telescoping grid, with a grid resolution that ranges between 80 and 8 km in a 
focal area of circular shape that is located in the North Atlantic.

The message we try to convey with this work is the following:

1.  ICON-OUG provides a physically plausible simulation of the global circulation on decadal time scales.
2.  ICON-Otele delivers a circulation in the focal area that agrees on decadal time scales very well with the glob-

ally uniform model solution of ICON-OUG.

The simulated circulation of ICON-OUG has been analyzed with respect to important diagnostics such as biases 
in hydrography, simulated transports or the overturning circulation. This analysis has provided satisfactory agree-
ment with observational measures, and the analysis has also revealed model errors that are of the same order of 
magnitude as those from other ocean general circulation models. We have then used ICON-OUG as a reference 
solution, taken it as the best the model can deliver at a given resolution, and have studied the question how 
close the solution of ICON-Otele will be in a region of interest, where grid resolution is the same as the one of 
ICON-OUG but coarser outside the focal area. The encouraging result is that ICON-Otele remains in the focal 
region and on decadal time scales pretty close to ICON-OUG with respect to all diagnostics that were applied in 
the oceanographic analysis of ICON-OUG. The smooth deviation of these diagnostics with increasing distance to 
the focal area reflects the smooth transition in resolution. Our results are of course strongly conditioned by  the 
relatively short time scales of our simulations. On the time scales considered here we benefit first, from the 
smooth change of resolution in ICON-Otele that achieves a similar resolution as ICON-OUG over large parts of 
the Atlantic and second, from the fact that errors from coarsely resolved areas in ICON-Otele need some time 
to travel to the focal area and affect the circulation. We have deliberately deactivated the parameterization for 
mesoscale eddies. This is problematic in regions such as the Southern Ocean where the ICON-Otele-resolution 
does not resolve the Rossby radius such that the eddies are neither resolved nor parametrized. A sensibly tuned 
scale-aware eddy parametrization may reduce the differences between ICON-OUG and ICON-Otele in coarsely 
resolved regions of ICON-Otele and prolong the time span on which the telescoping configuration provides a 
sufficiently good approximation to the uniform model configuration. By taking into account the model perfor-
mance we can state that with ICON-Otele we are able to simulate on decadal time scales the North Atlantic at 
one quarter of the cost of ICON-OUG. We conjecture that this statement applies mutatis mutandis also to other 
regions of the worlds ocean.

The telescoping capability is not unique to ICON-O, other unstructured grid ocean models such as FESOM and 
MPAS-O have similar capabilities. We speculate that the requirement to solve the dynamical equations of the 
ocean on an unstructured grid, without the “free lunch” of the grids orthogonality that one gets on structured 
grids, has stimulated the development of numerical methods that are robust under grid deformations. This robust-
ness of the telescoping approach provides an alternative to established regionalization modeling methods such 
as limited-area modeling or nesting and it potentially blurs the dividing lines between regional/coastal ocean 
modeling at one hand and global ocean modeling at the other hand.

ICON-O forms the ocean and sea ice component of MPI-M's Earth system model ICON-ESM whose basic design 
is described in Jungclaus et  al.  (2022). The ocean biogeochemistry model HAMOCC is fully integrated into 
ICON-O (see Jungclaus et al., 2022; Mathis et al., 2022). The analysis carried here underscores the suitability 
of ICON-O for high-resolution ocean and climate modeling. A recent case study performed with the coupled 
ICON model at a uniform high resolution (5 km) in both the atmosphere and the ocean focuses on the interaction 
of a hurricane with the ocean eddy field and the hurricane's cold wake (A. Kumar et al., 2021). Another case 
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study using a successor of the aforementioned simulation demonstrates how katabatic storms induce dense water 
formation in the Irminger Sea and trigger polar lows (Gutjahr et  al.,  2022). This illustrates that ICON-ESM 
constitutes into an Earth system model that is capable of simulating the Earth system components at kilometer 
and subkilometer scale at global and local domains.

Appendix A: Sea Ice Model Details
As for any other ocean model, the sea ice component of Icosahedral Nonhydrostatic Weather and Climate Model 
(ICON-O) consists of two parts, namely one describing the thermodynamic growth and decay of sea ice in a 
specific grid cell, and one describing the horizontal transport of sea ice from sea ice dynamics.

Sea Ice Thermodynamics. The thermodynamics of the ICON-O sea ice component is currently based on a 
single-category, zero-layer formulation (Semtner, 1976), reflecting the thermodynamics of the sea ice compo-
nent of Max Planck Institute for Meteorology (MPI)-OM (Marsland et al., 2003). However, unlike in MPI-OM, 
the interface to this sea ice model is formulated such that the same thermodynamics is used for forced setups of 
ICON-O as described here and for coupled setups within ICON-Earth system model. Hence, the thermodynamics 
is split into a fast and a slow component. The fast component solves the surface-energy budget for the surface 
temperature of existing sea ice. It then calculates and accumulates the net heat fluxes at the sea ice surface and 
at the sea ice bottom for use in the slow component. Finally, the fast component updates the albedo of the sea ice 
surface based on surface temperature and surface type. In an uncoupled setup, the fast component is called by 
the ocean model at each ocean time step, whereas it is called by the atmosphere model at each atmospheric time 
step in a coupled setup.

The slow component, which is called by the ocean model at each ocean time step in any setup, applies the accu-
mulated fluxes from the fast component to calculate the resulting change in ice volume in a grid cell from melting 
or freezing of existing ice and from the formation of new ice in open water. The latter is calculated from the net 
surface fluxes over open water in all grid cells. This component also calculates the change in snow thickness from 
precipitation and surface melting. When the freeboard of the ice becomes negative, snow-ice is formed. Finally, 
in the slow component of the thermodynamics, changes in ice volume are translated into changes in ice concen-
tration and changes in ice thickness following Hibler (1979). The related parameters are used to tune the overall 
ice volume as described by Mauritsen et al. (2012).

Sea Ice Dynamics. The dynamics of ICON-O is based on the sea ice dynamics component of FESIM (Danilov 
et al., 2015). It solves the momentum equation for sea ice with an EVP rheology, following the formulation intro-
duced by Bouillon et al. (2013). However, because ICON-O is based on a C-grid while FESIM is based on the 
analog of an A-grid staggering, a wrapper is needed to transfer variables between the ICON-O grid and the sea 
ice dynamics component.

This wrapper is based on the following steps:

1.  All relevant scalars (sea ice thickness hi, sea ice concentration Ci, snow thickness hs, and sea surface height) 
are interpolated from the vertices to the cell centers and then reshaped onto the FESIM grid

2.  All relevant vectors (2-D atmospheric stress terms 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎 and 2-D sea ice velocity 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 ) are interpolated on the 
ICON-O grid from the cell centers to the vertices, and then reshaped onto the FESIM grid

3.  The FESIM grid is rotated to have its poles lie on the equator to avoid singularities in polar regions where the 
sea ice exists

4.  The FESIM elastic-visco-plastic solver calculates all ice velocities
5.  Steps 1 to 3 are reversed to obtain velocities on ICON-O grid
6.  Sea ice advection is carried out on the ICON-O grid, transporting hi, hs, and Ci.

This approach has a number of drawbacks. The most important ones are the numerical overhead of the required 
interpolation, the necessity of 3-grid-cell wide passages to allow for sea ice transport, and issues with zero sea ice 
velocity in grid cells neighboring land.
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Data Availability Statement
The model code of Icosahedral Nonhydrostatic Weather and Climate Model (ICON) is available to individuals 
under licenses (https://mpimet.mpg.de/en/science/modeling-with-icon/code-availability). By downloading the 
ICON source code, the user accepts the licence agreement. The source code of the ICON-ESM-V1.0 used in this 
study, primary data, and scripts used in the analyses can be obtained from https://swiftbrowser.dkrz.de/public/
dkrz_07387162e5cd4c81b1376bd7c648bb60/kornetal2021.
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